Role of nsdA in negative regulation of antibiotic production and morphological differentiation in Streptomyces bingchengensis.
To investigate the function of nsdA in Streptomyces bingchengensis, it was cloned and sequenced, which presented an 89.89% identity with that of S. coelicolor. The lambdaRED-mediated PCR-targeting technique was used to create nsdA replacement in the S. bingchengensis_226541 chromosome. The nsdA disruption mutant, BC29, was obtained, which produced more pigment and spores than did the ancestral strain. HPLC analysis revealed that the disruption of nsdA efficiently increased milbemycin A(4) production and nanchangmycin production by 1.5-fold and 9-fold, respectively. Complementation of the nsdA mutation restored the phenotype and antibiotic production. These results showed that nsdA negatively affected sporulation and antibiotic production in S. bingchengensis.